
 

The Egreat R300 is the latest DJ controller from the company that brought you the award-winning Egreat H600. With it, you
can take your music mix to another level by controlling your basic mix settings for tempo, beat loops, and effects. It also comes
with a great range of integrated sounds and loops available at the touch of a button. The whole package is nice looking and easy
to use. With the Egreat R300, its your basic console for creating professional audio mixes. This masterfully designed DJ Control
Panel provides included audio samples and loops for directly mixing during live performances. There is also a built-in
microphone for those times when you just have to call out your name as you're now a professional. In addition to the integrated
sounds, there are knobs and buttons that allow you to control samples, recurring loops, and build-up effects as well as directly
adjusting the sound's loudness. The Egreat R300 is a great DJ controller for beginners because of its high level of versatility and
simplicity. This controller provides great sound mixing for live performances by combining the sounds of the Egreat H600 with
an integrated mixer for adjusting EQ, effects, and volume levels. Egreat W500 is a professional DJ Controller and comes with
most of the basic features and functions needed for a DJ set: The Egreat R300 is a great sounding DJ controller. Its sound
quality is very clear and accurate everywhere in your mix range. The volume knob can be turned to either side to control the
overall volume level in your mix. With this controller, you can easily create loops and add effects to each music file on your
computer. This unit is the perfect companion for all your music mixing needs. Egreat H600 is a professional DJ controller that
comes with most of the basic features needed for a DJ set: DJing has become very popular among younger generations in recent
years. And the Egreat H600 is designed to fit into this trend. You can use it both to mix and practice with your favorite songs or
create unique music combinations whenever you feel like creating something new. Like all other Egreat products, this DJ
control pad also comes with Royalty-Free loops, loops, and sample packs available for download on its product page on their
website. The Egreat H600 is the best choice for the DJ who wants to experience a real professional level of mixing and
producing music. The Egreat R900 is a professional DJ controller that comes with most of the basics needed for a DJ set: The
Egreat R900 is a professional DJ controller that comes with most of the basic features needed for a DJ set: There are no items in
your cart. Add something from our catalog to your cart, or Login using an existing account here. ... ... ... ... ...

DJing has become very popular among younger generations in recent years. And there are many reasons why it has become so
popular all over the world, including its flexibility and affordability.
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